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DRARMANANDA S STORY 

Carol, budley and Adam left Melbourne in 1972. They were following a dream of self-sufficient community, with 
sustainable systems and an extended family. The long search for suitable land ended here at Dharmananda. Early 
pioneering years were busy and challenging, with farming skills to be learnt, new relationships to be honed and with 
very few creature comforts. 

Thirty years later life is much more comfortable, with a communal house, visitor and Wwoofer accommodation, 

workshops, dairy, meditation hall and nine homes. The fertility of the pastures has improved through organic and 
biodynamic practices, and steeper or inaccessible land has been reafforested. Sustainable systems for water, waste 

and energy have been introduced, while social systems and processes facilitate the smooth running of the whole. 
bharmananda is now home to sixteen adults, four children and 30 cows. A high degree of self -suff iciency has been 
achieved with the garden meeting all vegetable needs, the orchards yielding fruit and nuts aplenty, and the Jersey 
herd supplying milk for our needs and for home made butter, yoghurt and cheeses. 

Spirituality is a constant element of community life. Residents have a range of spiritual practices including Buddhist 
meditation. Throughout its history, bharmananda has held regular sitting days, days of mindfulness, and contributed 
to the management of the Forest Meditation Centre on the property. 

The spirit of the extended family is very alive and a major key is the common ownership of land. We eat evening 
meals together, farm and community decisions are made at weekly meetings. We roster daily chores, and work 
together on Fridays and Saturday mornings on larger projects. Underlying everything else is our commitment to the 
land, each other and the peaceful resolution of conflict. 

So many people, in so many ways, have contributed to the achievements of bharmananda community and the 
fulfillment of a dream. Today we say a huge Thank You to all of you. 

PROGRAMME OF ACTIVi I LES 
2.00 pm 	 Write a message for bharmananda 

Farm Walks 
- 5.00 pm 	 Garden Tours 

Produce Display 
Photo Memorabilia 
Tell your bharmananda Story 

(thanks to Andrew Nicholson) 

Meditation Sithng 

5.15 pm Group gathering at Main House for Founders Ritual, 
Ajahn Thanasanti Reading and Kuan Yin Presentation 

6.00 - 8.00 pm Dinner 

8.00 pm Stories of Dharmananda - Bobbi Allan 

- Peter Hamilton 
- Annie Bolitho 

9.00 pm Paily 
(Thanks to Paul Joseph, and Mook and Shanto for leading us in song) 
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